


Area: 199, 9 thous.sq.m 
Population: 5,4 mln.
Capital: Bishkek 

The Kyrgyz Republic is  an independent, unitary, democratic state located in the 
center of Eurasian continent surrounded by magnificent mountain range Tien 
Shan. The history of Kyrgyz state numbers more than three thousand years. Mod-
ern Kyrgyzstan is a dynamically developing country that puts focus on progressive 
growth of economic and social spheres of the country and stable raise of standard 
of life of Kyrgyzstan people. There are about 80 nationalities in Kyrgyzstan and 
therefore the issues of interethnic concord and unanimity are principal ones in 
state policy. The people of Kyrgyzstan is ready to contribute to the humanitarian 
and economic welfare and enrich it with high principles of tolerance, friendship, 
intellectual development and thus ensure citizens rightful place in the system of 
universe.
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Introduction to our country many travelers start with the capital 
of Kyrgyzstan – Bishkek. This is the place where the main air and 
land gates of the country are located; the main administrative and 
cultural resource is concentrated.  Today Bishkek is the Central 
Asia’s biggest city with a million inhabitants, with great tourist 
capacity.  The city municipality is concerned about the issues 
of improvement and expansion of foothill recreational areas, 
construction of new parks, ski resorts, cultural and sports facilities. 
The combination of advanced leisure industry and entertainment 
with the panorama of the beautiful alpine meadows of the 
Northern foot of the mountain range of Kyrgyz Ala-Too can attract 
thousands of tourists from all over the world.   Advantageous 
geopolitical location of the capital of Kyrgyzstan, in the heart of 
the Eurasian continent offers a unique opportunity to transform 
Bishkek not only the business but the continent’s tourism center.

Bishkek
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(first time noted by the written sources).  Kyrgyz kaganate 
constantly suffered devastating raids of southern neighbors 
and in the 6th-8th centuries it often endured a crushing defeat.  
Sometimes it even lost its political independence. But with time 
Kyrgyz were luckier in military affairs. 

 “I mortified birth of blue wolf, black wolf I mortified”, - says 
ancient Kyrgyz inscription that describes successful crusade, 
probably it describes crusade against Turks (they considered 
a wolf ancestress). Gaining strength from year to year, the 
kaganate became a powerful State, influencing on the destiny 
of the peoples of Central Asia. The Chinese sources noted that 
when Kyrgyz “recruit and send troops, it is all the people and all 
those within feudatory relation come”. Archaeological evidence 
confirms this fact.

In the history of the Kyrgyz kaganate researchers distinguish 
several stages related to main types of archaeological monuments, 
and with the major events in its political history. The first 
period (6th-8th centuries) is the era of Chaa -Tas. The main 

In the second half of the first Millennium homelike Taiga lands 
of Minusinsk basin, located in present-day southern Siberia, 
became the cradle of the culture of the Yenisey Kyrgyz.   Its roots 
according to the popular view among specialists trace back to 
tashtyk culture. The remains of extensive irrigation facilities and 
tools found by archaeologists say the plough development of 
irrigated agriculture in the population of Minus at Turkic time. 
The Kyrgyz people were engaged in agisted stock cattle breeding, 
breeding sheep, camels and horses. “Their horses were stout-
built and tall. The best were considered those severely fighting 
“, says the Eastern Chronicles.   Such “fighting horses” were 
particularly valued in the Cavalry, for which they were specifically 
breed. Hunting played a significant role in the economy of the 
Kyrgyz. Fishery products were not only food, but also provided 
much needed glue for manufacture of throwing weapon.

After the fall of the first Turkic kaganate, its’ collapse occurred 
with Kyrgyz people took an active part, the Kyrgyz received full 
independence, and in 648, the Tang China met their first Embassy 

From ANCieNT Times 
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events of this time took place in a confined space of Minus and 
the neighboring Tuva.  Kyrgyz was able to establish trade and 
diplomatic relations with the farming States of Central and South-
East Asia (Tang China, Sogdiana, Tibet, East Turkistan). With the 
nomadic peoples they were at war, leading a relentless war.  The 
next period (9th-10th centuries) was called the period of Great 
time of power.  It was a time of glorious victories and triumph 
of Kyrgyz weapons.  After defeating neighbours in the battle of 
Ordo-Balyk, their heavy cavalry together with cohort of kyshtyms 
entered the expanse of Central Asia. 

“For the first time, according to a specialist in the history, 
archaeology and ethnography of southern Siberia D.G. Savinova, 
the peoples of Northern origin that created high culture in the 
basin of the Northern Yenisei played a decisive role in the Affairs 
of its southern neighbors”. Boundaries of the kaganate were 
expanded to the headwaters of the Amur in the East and the 
eastern slopes of the Tien Shan in the West. The Kyrgyz kaganate 
has united the Ob’ region, Altai, East Kazakhstan, Tyva, Mongolia, 
Transbaikal under its authority. For several centuries the Kyrgyz 
determined the course of the history in this vast territory.  Soon 
the kaganate has significantly been reduced in size again. The 
most organized cohort moved to Tien Shan (on the territory of 
modern Kyrgyzstan), the main mass of the Kyrgyz returned to the 
roots of the Yenisei River.
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Yurt - traditional dwelling of Kyrgyz nomads is a masterpiece 
of art and one of the main cultural and ethnographic symbols of 
the Kyrgyz Republic.   Tunduk (the upper window) of a yurt is a 
crucial element of the national flag of Kyrgyzstan.  This is a symbol 
of ancestral home and family happiness, which emphasizes the 
inextricable and profound relationship between man and the 
universe.  The yurt still has not lost its consumer relevance and 
is widely used in everyday life of rural residents of Kyrgyzstan. 
There are few reasons for that. First of all it is its’ compactness 
and yurts’ easy installation, virtually anywhere on the mountain 
landscape.  Secondly, it is environmentally friendly home, which 
walls are made entirely from natural materials – wood and felt.  
Every yurt is unique by its form and internal decoration: it is 
impossible to find two similar yurts, even though there is a general 
standard in its decoration which was established by century old 
national traditions. Outer and inner parts of the yurt are entirely 
handmade. Home utensils have significance essence, they are 
made of leather. This is capacious sabaa – they make kymyz in it, 
chanach, where kymyz is transported as well as kokoor – tea pot, 
where kymyz is served to visitors. All these items are decorated 
with tooling, embroidery, metal ribbons and colored leather.

Boz uy (yurT)
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Chui
Chui Valley is the ancient Central Asian culture center. Numerous 

burial mounds, remains of ancient fortifications remind us that 
ancient time when gallant horses of the Scythians massagets 
raced with the wind over spaces of hollow. 

Recent archaeological findings from mounds of Krasnaya Rechka 
testified advanced and multifaceted culture of people inhabiting 
the Holy land in long time ago.  The Tourism Department of the 
MCIT of the KR lays emphasis to the restoration of the fortress 
Burana the town where Yusup Balasagun, well-known oriental 
thinker and philosopher was born and have worked. Burana 
should become a major tourist brand, modern ethnographical 
open-air museum with expanded exhibitions and displays.

The province has great potential in development of other 
cultural and informative directions of touristic activity. This is 
the first of all eco-tourism, allowing tourists to spend some 
unforgettable nights at high mountains grassland (jailoo) and see 
the pristine beauty of mountain gorges and the Lakes of Kemin. 
Thrilling water rafting by quick the Boom River, hiking tours in 
the foothills and valleys of the Ala Too Mountains are particularly 
popular. 
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If you move from the capital of Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek to Issyk-Kul 
side, the road will meet one of the main attractions of the Chuy 
Valley – Burana Tower.  It is the only surviving fragment of the once 
largest militant fortress of Balasagun, the capital of Qarakhanid 
kaganate (940-1210).  The fortress was the first to meet foreign 
invaders who sought to penetrate deep into the territory of the 
country. 

In 1218 Balasagun was conquered by the innumerable Mongol 
army and by the mid-14th century it ceased existence.   Its’ name 
was forgotten and only the Minaret remains of fortifications 
showed the once strong capital of powerful nation. 

Burana Tower is a minaret of Jami mosque (end of 10th, the 
beginning of the 11th century) is located in the eastern half of 
the central part of the city, near the Palace.  Many legends are 
associated with the history of the tower. According to one of 
them, a powerful local Khan built the Minaret to keep  his the 
only daughter moon-faced from predicted by oracle deadly bite 
of black widow spider, there were a lot them.  Despite all the 
efforts of the father, the prediction comes true, and daughter 
dies from the bite of the spider brought together with bunches 
of black grapes. Tower becomes forever tomb of Khan’s daughter.

BurANA Tower
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Beautiful view of snow-capped mountain peaks of Ala Archa, where 
ice does not melt even in midsummer is visible from the windows of 
almost every office of the capital of Kyrgyzstan.  National Park “Ala 
Archa” is one of the main sights of Bishkek.  Twenty minutes ‘ drive 
from the capital and you find yourself in a mountain paradise: at the 
bottom you can see vortex of rapid river, on the left and on the right 
the Alpine herbs under the shadow of the Tien Shan spruces, and 
there are white peaks of eternal glaciers in the far.

National Park “Ala Archa” was established more than half a century 
ago. The main purpose of the new reserve was preservation of unique 
natural sites and monuments, as well as purposeful reproduction of 
rare and endangered species of plants and animals of the biosphere 
of the Tien Shan. The lowest point of the Park is situated at an 
altitude of 1500 meters above sea level, and the highest mountain 
peaks are vanishing at 5 km altitude.  During the whole way you will 
be accompanied by dense thickets of Juniper-unique evergreen tree 
with a strong antibacterial peculiarity. According to local people even 
a short stay in their surroundings helps to get rid of many ailments. A 
small sapling cleans the air from harmful bacteria in it at a radius of 
50 meters. 

An hour of raise up to the Gorge will run and now in front of you 
there are wonderful Alpine Lakes with floating through the clouds, 
graceful waterfalls, moraines and glaciers.  If you are ready to storm 
peaks, 5000 meters peaks Crown, Teke Tor and Ak Too will enable you 
to see an unforgettable panorama of the Chuy Valley up to the slopes 
of the Otar Ridge, located in neighboring Kazakhstan. 

AlA ArChA GorGe
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Sports games and competitions accompanied nomads. They 
were always and rightly considered keys to healthy living and 
inner spirit.  Every self-respecting Nomad had to possess a certain 
skills to participate in sports competitions in strength and agility, 
ability to overcome obstacles.  Naturally, all this had to be on 
horseback where a rider and a horse formed integral whole. 

National Games and various sports even today remain an 
important part of the social life of the Kyrgyz people.   It is rare 
when significant event or celebration goes without fun and 
exciting horse games and competitions of riders.   You will be 
interested not only to see, but also participate in them; you will 
check your strength, agility and ingenuity. 

The most popular and common kinds of horse games are “At 
chabysh” (racing at 20-30 km) and “Jorgo salysh” (horse racing 
for 2-10 km). No less exciting and thrilling battle of horsemen on 
horseback called “Oodarysh” as well as the collective struggle of 
two riding teams for a goat “Ulak tartysh” or “Kok Boru”. Storm of 
emotions are caused by speed horse duel “Kyz-kuumai” (catch the 
girl) that has long been popular among Kyrgyz youth.

AheAd oF wiNd
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Osh oblast remains the main outpost of Kyrgyzstan in terms of 
development and expansion of the cultural and historical tourism 
destinations.  Osh city attracts increased attention of fans of 
ancient artifacts, ancient mausoleums and mosques.  In the heart 
of the city there is a stone giant -  the Sulayman Too mountain, 
named after the Prophet Solomon  with built-in historical museum  
with many unique exhibits of distant epochs.   The worldwide 
value of the Sulayman Mountain backed up by UNESCO decision 
to include the mountain of Kyrgyzstan to major monuments of 
human civilization.  However, Osh oblast is not only archeological 
monuments, but also the beautiful mountain landscapes. A 
harmonious blend of historical and cultural component with 
active forms of tourism is the basis of the development of the 
market of tourist services in the region. The Gorge Kojo Kelen 
is a vivid example of grandiosity of monumental mountain 
panoramas, striking by its splendor and variety.

The most popular route of this direction of tourism has become 
the Great Silk Road. Kyrgyzstan has assumed an important role 
in ensuring its smooth functioning, as evidenced by numerous 
monuments, among which a lot of truly outstanding ones that 
have no analogues in the world.  Today there is a need to establish 
vital Interstate tourist route “Silk Road”, which would consolidate 
the tour operators in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan.   
The potential of this direction is infinitely high because the Silk 
Road remains the major tourist brand of Eurasia.

osh
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One of the main attractions of Central Asia is the legendary 
Sulayman Mountain, named after the great prophet Solomon 
is located right in the Centre of Osh. This is the main attraction 
of the entire Central Asian region, which has been included in 
UNESCO’s list of world cultural heritage. Thousands of pilgrims 
from around the world are rushing to it with their aspirations and 
hopes, seeking solace here from the madding crowd.

In the mountainside there is a cave in which the historical 
Museum is located, which contains many unique artifacts of that 
distant era.   Just above there is the historic building for the prayers 
built by the righteous Babur.  In one of the smaller grottoes on the 
hillside you can retire and make a wish and it will come true. 

The sulAymAN mouNTAiN
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The GreAT silk roAd
The Great Silk Road is one of the most important components 

of the historical and cultural heritage of Kyrgyzstan.  For many 
centuries, heavy loaded caravans, accompanied by mass of 
different people –merchants, and the soldiers guarding convoys 
from attacks, and dazzling beauty Oriental beauties that hide 
their pitch black eyes in the shadow of palatine walked from 
China through our country toward a distant mirage, mysterious 
countries of Europe. The mountain valleys of Tien-Shan were 
for merchants resting place on a distant road.  Glory of Osh 
Caravanserais rattled the entire continent.  After resting and 
gaining strength, camels broke into a column and persecuted by 
strict laws of trade turnover, dissolved into a distance so that next 
year to come back again, but in the direction of their home.
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Каракол

Resort of the Issyk Kul Province
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Issyk Kul is Kyrgyzstan’s landmark. It says everything. The splendor 
of its landscape based on the amazing combination of the infinite 
sea, white glaciers and blue sky will charm you at first glance.  And 
this love is forever. Anyone who was lucky enough to go here at 
least once always seeks to visit again its shores, immerse into a 
graceful, unpretentious harmony of coastlines, fading and merging 
in far with mountain ranges as though emphasizing eternity of 
existence around us.

In summer time the Lake takes on its golden beaches, hundreds 
of thousands of tourists from around the world.   Most of the 
visitors are the post-Soviet States citizens whose trip to the Blue 
Pearl of Eurasia is a traditional venue for the holidays. However, 
today there is a new trend of intensive development of tourism 
space of Issyk Kul basin, brought in by tourists from abroad that 
harmoniously combine sea baths in the Lake with recreational 
activities in beautiful gorges of the Ala Too Mountains bordering 
the Kyrgyz seaside. According to them the closeness of these two 
different recreation zones makes leisure in the Issyk Kul unique 
even for sophisticated tourists.  

issyk kul
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Issyk Kul in Kyrgyz means “the hot lake”.  But there is an ancient 
Turkish translation “sacred lake”.  It is situated at an altitude of 1607 
meters above sea level and occupies 6206 square meters. Mountain 
ranges enclose Issyk-Kul from penetration of cold air masses from 
the North and the hot from the South.  There is special microclimate 
that gives the traveler an opportunity for pleasant and comfortable 
rest.  Mountain-sea breezes, low humidity, clean air, abundant 
solar heat, therapeutic mineralized water, hot springs and mud will 
enhance health, relieve ailments.

issyk kul
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Unforgettable blue expanse of Kyrgyz Sea surrounded by beautiful 
mountain ranges with deep gorges, with rapid rivers along will give 
your holidays a peculiar flavor and unique charm.  In the morning 
you can go mountain hiking, and at lunch plunge into the crystal 
clear sea water, which is fed by hundreds of underground springs.  
Evening social programme in local health centers will not disappoint 
you. It offers all kinds of entertainment and unforgettable oriental 
cuisine! In the long winter evenings memories of beautiful days 
spent on the shores of the Blue Pearl of Eurasia – Issyk Kul Lake will 
warm you.

issyk kul
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JAlAl ABAdJAlAl ABAd
Jalal Abad province has enormous potential, where the tourism 

sightseeing tours along with traditional healing and cultural 
trends of tourist activities seek actively involving the ecotourism 
is one of the most popular services on the global travel market.   
Beautiful gorge with healing springs, placer of diamond like 
lakes, among all there is brightly charming Sary Chelek, provide 
a unique opportunity to organize unforgettable horseback 
tours, the original installation of the yurt  Nomad camps with 
demonstration of a centuries-old the coloring of the everyday 
lives of ordinary nomads, visiting holy places and waterfalls.  The 
Tourism Department thinks that an important part of tourists 
shall be citizens, residents of the towns and cities of our Republic. 
Organization of this kind of tours for the development of 
domestic tourism is one of the General directions of the Tourism 
Department.
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sAry CheleksAry Chelek
People say that this is the place where the strength of the Kyrgyz 

people’s soul hovers.  The Sary Chelek Lake amazes everyone who 
comes after a crossover full of excitements through colorful slopes 
of the Chatkal Mountains. Hidden from onlookers by centuries-
old fir-trees and junipers stands it suddenly appears before you in 
its blue splendor, gleaming gold on blue sparks of water surface. 

Surrounded by marble necklace of peaks, the Lake lives on its 
own schedule. The Sary Chelek in autumn is a favorite spot in for 
many birds on their long flight from North to South.  Passing to 
the shore barely redden in thick grass berries of strawberry you 
may meet on your way big-eyed roe ready to sit for photo for your 
photo album.   Somewhere in the distance you can hear cheerful 
overflow crystal clear mountain stream. This is where you can 
halt, close your eyes and dive into the world of peace of paradise 
and bliss.

The Sary Chelek Lake was formed as a result of the earthquake 
that occurred here over 10 thousand years ago.  Sary Chelek 
biosphere group is composed of 7 Lakes. Sary Chelek is the largest 
of them.
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When introducing Naryn province to the guests of our country 
Tourism Department has always stressed that it is the highest 
region in Kyrgyzstan, where the original attributes of the austere 
life of the nomadic herdsmen preserved in full and naturally. The 
fat sheep and herds of horses remain the primary criterion of 
affluence and well-being of local residents.  In the early summer 
pastoralists and their herds are moving to Alpine grasses of 
mountain pastures, to the foot of the peaks, where snow does 
not melt throughout the year.  About the healing power of fresh 
mare’s milk is legendary, and this is why early summer thousands 
of travelers and those willing to improve their health tend to spend 
a few days in the vast jailoo – Highland pastures of Tien Shan.  
On the Son Kul Lake this time  large yurt town grows up, where 
adherents of ecological tourism can enjoy the incomparable with 
anything exotic «Kyrgyz village»: felt yurt with hospitable hosts, 
tame horses and endless mountain spaces, where cool winds 
blow with the astringent smell of feather grass.

Fans of olden time await an ancient stone fortress Tash Rabat, 
an important part of the legendary Silk Road.

NAryN
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Kyrgyzstan mountains provide the traveler an excellent and 
exciting imagination opportunity to spend an unforgettable night 
in the real nomadic yurt on the Alpine jailoo. Jailoo is subcelestial 
pasture, which is actively used by thousands of herders and 
remains the main spot of the pasture animals and obtain high-
quality beef product.  Meat of sheep fed on aromatic pastures of 
Ala Too cannot to be confused with any other. That is why farmers 
each year in early spring load their yurts in trucks or jeeps, chasing 
a herd and rush to the mountains without haste.

Far from the processes of urbanization, mountain passes and 
fast-flowing rivers, preserve the magnificent natural beauty of 
the pastures: clean mountain streams, the snow-white glaciers, 
sparkling in the Sun, Crystal Lakes and vast open herbal spaces 
that flatter eye and appease the soul. Jailoo is the heart of Kyrgyz 
Universe.

PAsTures - «JAiloo»
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Among the monuments of medieval architecture in Central 
Asia Tash Rabat takes a special place.  Stone Castle, hidden in 
a remote Gorge Kara Koyun Valley surrounded by snowcapped 
peaks and haughty mountain ranges of Central Tien Shan, not far 
from Kyrgyzstan’s border with China, many centuries served as 
a bastion on the Great Silk Road. Some researchers consider it a 
Christian monastery, serving trade caravans as Inn, others insist 
on its defensive capacity.

The fortress of Tash Rabat is the largest and complex structure 
made of stone, having no analogues on huge spaces from the 
Gobi desert to the Caspian Sea.  According to legend, from the 
fortress there is the secret underground passage which was found 
by archaeologists.

Ancient structure clearly oriented to the four cardinal points, 
the entrance portal drawn due East. First rays of the Sun falling 
in the Valley immediately light up and warm its majestic facade, 
at the same time creating a circulation of warm air jets under 
the stone vaults with no trace of dampness that occur in such 
dungeons. In winter, the thirty side rooms and a Central Hall were 
heated with fires.

TAsh rABATTAsh rABAT
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Kyrgyz mountains always attracted keen interest of climbers 
around the world: starting from aces alone conquering seven-
thousands meters high mountains to novice fans of the mountain 
bridge bars dreaming to look at Earth from above.  Long chains 
stretching from East to West about a hundred Grand mountain 
ranges called Tien Shan, which in Chinese means “celestial 
mountains”. Fans of adventure tourism awaits mountain Muzdag.  
In its extreme, the highest part there is snow pyramid beautiful 
Khan  Tengri. In the summertime here appears a mountaineering 
camp organized by local tour operators.

The portion of unforgettable impressions can get fans of 
mountain skiing. Ski resorts in Kyrgyzstan are widely known for 
the quality of the snow and the slalom long traces. 

Elevation gives the water flow the immense power that 
satisfies fans of mountain rafting.  The Chu River lays behind the 
“Boom” Gorge which is regarded as the national arena of “white 
water”. Whirlpools, cliffs overhanging above the rubbles and 
hiding under fast-flowing make even experienced athletes to be 
on the alert all the time.  But in the evening everybody meet with 
the memorable dinner under huge as saucers, stars of Tien Shan 
sky, guitar chime and flickering campfire.

eXTreme sPorTseXTreme sPorTs 
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BATkeN
Batken  is most southern and youngest administrative region of 

Kyrgyzstan. The tourist potential of the area is not yet in full force, 
however, officers of the Tourism Department today working on 
a range of different projects that can attract thousands of new 
visitors. Of course, the main highlight of the area is the Ferghana 
range, its flora and fauna. Suffice it to say that only here once a 
year in early spring a mysterious flower Aigul blossoms beautiful 
petals, the flower has become the main tourist symbol of 
Kyrgyzstan.  Take a look at the wonder of nature today come are 
not only experts but tourists also.

Graceful semicircular skirting the Fergana Valley, Batken 
province remains the most picturesque part of it. A wonderful 
combination of southern sunshine and mountain air gives the 
traveler the opportunity to not only relax in the shade of Juniper 
Forests, but also enjoy local apricots.  Batken’s  dried fruits are a 
well of vitamins and aromas.

The oblast has great capacity as historical and cultural tourism 
direction.  There is active archeological research going on that 
can give a lot of surprises for fans of olden time.  These are the 
remainders of ancient settlements of the beginning of our era 
Airbaz, Kairagach Township Bulak-Bashy, Kokand fortress of Kan 
period.  To the South of Rabat there is settlement of the ancient 
miners Kan-i-Gut, the so-called “mine of Sorrows”.
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Nomadic life has left its mark on the peculiarities of the culinary 
heritage of the Kyrgyz people. The main indicator of a material 
wealth in the lifestyle of the Kyrgyz was always considered 
livestock, and, accordingly, the meat was and still remains the 
main gastronomic ingredient of cuisine in the Republic. In the 
central place of a national menu is the founder of Kyrgyz cuisine 
the incomparable beshbarmak («five fingers»). Brewed according 
to special technology a lamb meat finely minced with a sharp 
knife, and is added to the boiled wheat noodles, flavored with 
special sauce (chyk).   When eating it, it is desirable to forget about 
cutlery and use fingers.  So you can fully concentrate on the meal, 
with receptors finger tips will tell you about the temperature of 
food and its consistency.  This meal is taken with sour mare’s milk 
– kymyz. 

In the kitchen there is a wide selection of cold starters, sausages 
and other meat delicacies.  For the tea they traditionally serve 
crispy rosy boorsoks (pieces of fried dough).

ANCieNT FlAVours
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The ancient land of Talas still holds a huge number of centuries 
- old legends and mysteries.  Located at the crossroads of the 
nomadic routes and covered with a canopy of green groves 
through which there are leisurely running cool rivers and babbling 
springs, it has always been a desirable place for halt of brave 
horsemen and glorious heroes of ancient times.  Not surprisingly, 
it is here, near the shores of the crystal clear waters of the river 
Ken Kol willed to be buried fearless Manas - the legendary hero 
of the great Kyrgyz Khanate-country, spreading its borders from 
the headwaters of the Amur in the East to the Alpine slopes of 
the Tien Shan in the West.  Charnel of Manas is the brightest part 
of a historic complex “Manas  Ordo”, where tourists can see the 
attributes of that distant era, to visit the museum dedicated to 
Manas Magnanimous and the epic – peak of the cultural heritage 
of the Kyrgyz.

TAlAs
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mANAs ePos
The epic poem “Manas” is the cultural heritage of the Kyrgyz 

people which reflects many of the high points of its history.  As 
the main plot, it describes the life and heroic exploits of the 
protagonist of the Kyrgyz - Manas, fighting for independence of 
their homeland many centuries ago.

Epos replete is replete with colorful descriptions of the daily life 
of people and soldiers of the great Kyrgyz Khanate with detailed 
description of the traditions, customs, festivals and funeral 
ceremonies.  A professional narrator of epic is called manaschi, 
the most talented of them plunge into a trance for several days, 
dragging listeners’ attention to a fabulous and wonderful world of 
heroes and their troops and with enemy hordes, political intrigue 
and betrayals, where in the end Good defeats  Evil. Manaschi 
are considered to be cultural heritage of the nation and enjoy 
widespread respect and honor.
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The Department of Tourism under the Ministry of Culture, 
Information and Tourism of the Kyrgyz Republic 

Address: 720040, 96 b Kievskaya street, Bishkek, the Kyrgyz Republic
Telephones: +996 (312) 62-18-61, 62-18-49

E-mail: tourism.department@mail.ru
Web-site: http://www.minculture.gov.kg
Web-site: http://www.deptourism.gov.kg


